Identifying intrusions is the process called intrusion detection. In simple manner the act of comprising a system is called intrusion. An intrusion detection system (IDS) inspects all inbound and outbound activity and identifies suspicious patterns that may indicate a system attack from someone attempting to compromise a system. If we think of the current scenario then several new intrusion that cannot be prevented by the previous algorithm, IDS is introduced to detect possible violations of a security policy by monitoring system activities and response in all times for betterment. If we uncover the counterfeit marque in a circumspect bulletin climate, an affirmation seat is initiated to prophesy or lessen the damage to the system. As a result it is a keen intrigue. In this dissertation we survey several aspects with the traditional techniques of intrusion detection we elaborate our proposed work. We also come with some future suggestions, which can provide a better way in this direction. For the above survey we also discuss K-Means and Ant Colony optimization (ACO).
Intrusion detection system deal with supervising the incidents happening in computer system or network environments and examining them for signs of possible events, which are infringement or imminent threats to computer security, or standard security practices Intrusion detection systems (IDS) have emerged to detect actions which endanger the integrity, confidentiality or availability of are source as an effort to provide a solution to existing security issues [5] .
So in the above directions we survey several aspects in the subsequent sections. We also discuss about association, KMeans Clustering and Ant Colony optimization techniques, because it can be used in forming the framework which produces better detection system. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss Literature Survey. In section 3 we discuss about the problem domain and analysis. In section 4 we discuss about data mining and optimization. In section 5 we discuss about the proposed work. The conclusions and future directions are given in Section 6. Finally references are given.
LITERATURE SURVEY
In 2010, G. Schaffrath et al. [11] provide a survey of current research in the area of flow-based intrusion detection. The survey starts with a motivation why flow-based intrusion detection is needed. The concept of flows is explained, and relevant standards are identified. The paper provides a classification of attacks and defense techniques and shows how flow-based techniques can be used to detect scans, worms, Botnets and (DoS) attacks.
In 2011, Zhengjie Li et al. [12] propose a K-means clustering algorithm based on particle swarm optimization (PSO-KM). The proposed algorithm has overcome falling into local minima and has relatively good overall convergence. Experiments on data sets KDD CUP 99 has shown the effectiveness of the proposed method and also shows the method has higher detection rate and lower false detection rate.
In 2012, LI Yin-huan [13] focuses on an improved FPGrowth algorithm. According to author Preprocessing of data mining can increase efficiency on searching the common prefix of node and reduce the time complexity of building FP-tree. Based on the improved FP Growth algorithm and other data mining techniques, an intrusion detection model is carried out by authors. Their experimental results are effective and feasible.
In 2012, P. Prasenna et al. [14] suggested that in conventional network security simply relies on mathematical algorithms and low counter measures to taken to prevent intrusion detection system, although most of this approaches in terms of theoretically challenged to implement. Authors suggest that instead of generating large number of rules the evolution optimization techniques like Genetic Network Programming (GNP) can be used .The GNP is based on directed graph. They focus on the security issues related to deploy a data mining-based IDS in a real time environment. They generalize the problem of GNP with association rule mining and propose a fuzzy weighted association rule mining with GNP framework suitable for both continuous and discrete attributes.
In 2011, LI Han [15] focuses on intrusion detection based on clustering analysis. The aim is to improve the detection rate and decrease the false alarm rate. A modified dynamic K-means algorithm called MDKM to detect anomaly activities is proposed and corresponding simulation experiments are presented. Firstly, the MDKM algorithm filters the noise and isolated points on the data set. Secondly by calculating the distances between all sample data points, they obtain the high-density parameters and cluster-partition parameters, using dynamic iterative process we get the k clustering center accurately, then an anomaly detection model is presented. They used KDD CUP 1999 data set to test the performance of the model. Their results show the system has a higher detection rate and a lower false alarm rate, it achieves expectant aim.
In 2011, Z. Muda et al. [16] discuss about the problem of current anomaly detection that it unable to detect all types of attacks correctly. To overcome this problem, they propose a hybrid learning approach through combination of K-Means clustering and Naïve Bayes classification. The proposed approach will be clustering all data into the corresponding group before applying a classifier for classification purpose. An experiment is carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach using KDD Cup '99 dataset. Result show that the proposed approach performed better in term of accuracy, detection rate with reasonable false alarm rate.
PROBLEM DOMAIN
After discussing several research works we can come with some problem area in the traditional approaches which are following:
1. Need of Hybrid Intrusion Detection System which is better at detecting R2L and U2R attacks [16] .
2. The IDS approach can be enhanced by providing more security to mobile agents [13] .
3.
Step Propagation is missing.
4. Neuro-Fuzzy Combination can be used as the distributed classifier.
5. All type of attacks is not well detected.
6. Maintain long log file for detection.
7. Triangle Area Nearest Neighbor (TANN) and KMeans with K-Nearest Neighbor (KMKNN) approach for better intrusion detection. This approaches showed a reasonable detection rate compare to our approach. Unfortunately, a potential drawback of this technique is the rate of false alarms [16] [17].
In [18] Evolutionary Soft Computing based Intrusion
Detection System (ESC-IDS) which focuses to detect and classify intrusion has proposed. This approach has serious shortcomings in its low accuracy rate as well as the tendency to produce high false alarm compare to [16] .
9. Probability of less detection in U2R and R2L Detection technique so there is the need of a detection technique which improves in the hybridization of above two.
Analysis
After studying and observing several research works we compare the result discussions by their techniques, so that we identify the weak attack detection area. 
OPTIMIZED ASSOCIATION
Association rules mining are useful for identifying patterns which are needed, in our analysis it can be useful for finding patterns from the data set like KDD cup 99 dataset. It finds the search which is applicable for finding those global patterns which can be impact with search findings. There uses are analyzed in severa sectors like medical mining, rule optimization, market analysis etc. [19] [20] [21] .
Association rule (AR) is commonly understood as an implication X Y in a transaction database D = {t1…….. tm} [22] .
Each transaction ti ∈D contains a subset of items I = {i1.......in}. X and Y are disjoint itemsets, it holds X; Y ⊆I and X ∩ Y = Φ. The cuff allot side of this implication is called antecedent; the right hand side is referred to as consequent [23] . The pact database D in addition be looked on as a boolean dataset hoop the boolean rationalism of presentation in accounts express occurrence of items in transactions [23] .
Association rule mining problem poses the question of efficiency. The number of potential rules X  Y defined by X ⊆ Ix ∈ {ix1;…… ; ixn}, Y ⊆ Iy ∈ {iy1;…. ; iym} [23] , where Ix and Iy are disjoint, is equal to 2(m+n) [22] . In a jiffy commonplace datasets are steady; the association rule mining problem is known to be NP-complete [24] . In restricted cases, for example in sparse boolean datasets (where it holds all ti
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∈ D; |ti| <= O(log|I|)) lower complexity bounds have been proved to hold. It also improves the efficiency [25] . It can icrease subsequent number of associated values. [6] and [7] .
For categorization several traditional technique used kmeans algorithm is one of the widely recognized clustering tools that are applied in a variety of scientific and industrial applications. K-means groups the data in accordance with their characteristic values into K distinct clusters. Data categorized into the same cluster have identical feature values. K, the positive integer denoting the number of clusters, needs to be provided in advance.
The steps involved in a K-means algorithm are given subsequently:
1. K points denoting the data to be clustered are placed into the space. These points denote the primary group centroids. 2.
The data are assigned to the group that is adjacent to the centroid.
3.
The positions of all the K centroids are recalculated as soon as all the data are assigned.
Steps 2 and 3 are reiterated until the centroids stop moving any further. This results in the Segregation of data into groups from which the metric to be minimized can be deliberated. The preprocessed software estimation data warehouse is clustered using the K-means algorithm with K value as 4. Because we need the separation based on four different object oriented parameters that is class, object, inheritance and dynamic behavior.
The Ant Colony Optimization algorithm is mainly inspired by the experiments run by Goss et al. [8] which using a grouping of real ants in the real environment. This ant behavior was first formulated and arranged as Ant System (AS) by Dorigo et al. [9] [10].They study and observe the behavior of those real ants and suggest that the real ants were able to select the shortest path between their nest and food resource, in the existence of alternate paths between the two. When ants are travelling for the food resources, ants deposit a chemical substance, called pheromone, on the ground. When they arrive at a destination point, ants make a probability based choice, biased by the intensity of pheromone they smell. This behavior has an autocatalytic effect because of the very fact that an ant choosing a path will increase the probability that the corresponding path will be chosen again by other ants in the next move. By using the above behavior we can increase the detection probability by improving the pheromone substances.
PROPOSED WORK
The below picture shows the working phenomena of our approach. In our working process first we consider a database like KDD Cup 1999 Data Set [26] . This is the data set used for The Third International Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition, which was held in conjunction with KDD-99 [27] . The competition task was to build a network intrusion detector, a predictive model capable of distinguishing between ``bad'' connections, called intrusions or attacks, and ``good'' normal connections. This database contains a standard set of data to be audited, which includes a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a military network environment.
We apply K-Means clustering as a pre classifier component. It can make clusters on the basis of Denial of service (DoS) attack; gather information on a potential target which maps the details of the system about the network which is probe. Then remote 2local attack (R2L) and user to root (U2R). But some behavior an intrusion instances are similar to normal and other intrusion instance as well. So K-Means clustering techniques are unable to correctly distinguish intrusion instances.
So we want to improve the shortcoming in the classifier and we apply the combination of Association Rule classifier with K-Means. K-Means works on k clusters for example if we consider k=5 clusters means it can be like the following:
Basis of the above we can maintain a log file so that proper matching of the shortcomings can be performed.
Then we want to increase the detection probability, so our objective function can be like: ∑d1+d2+……dn
It can be making the agents as an ant k which can be assigned a start state s 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring and analyzing the events occurring in a computer system in order to detect signs of security problems. Intrusion detection is an area growing in relevance as more and more sensitive data are stored and processed in networked system. After analyzing several research works in this direction, we come with several advantages and disadvantages. We analyze that there are several techniques which provide good detection rate in the case of Denial of Service (DOS) attack. But fail to achieve good detection rate in the case of U2R and R2L attacks. Based on the above study we provide the following future directions which can be helpful in better detection:
1. A data Mining technique which dynamic rule association can be fruitful.
2. Combination K-Means with Optimization can increase the pattern recognition.
3. Ant Colony Optimization can help in better pattern detection.
4. The misuse detection approach better at detecting R2L and U2R attacks more efficiently as well as anomaly detection approach, which is better at detecting attacks at the absence of match signatures as provided in the misuse rule files [16] .
Hybridization of Association, K-Means and
Optimization can provide better detection.
